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The film is a remake of the 2013 Bollywood film
Chennai Express. It is an adaptation of the 2011
Malayalam movie M.I.A. Fight Club (2010), which in
turn was based on the 2004 American drama film Fight
Club. The film stars Saif Ali Khan, Sonam Kapoor,
Deepika Padukone, Priyanka Chopra, Siddharth
Malhotra, Kunal Kemmu, and Abhay Deol. The film was
released on 19 October 2016 to mixed reviews. Plot
Jack (Abhay Deol) is an international expert in
detecting people using biometrics and a former special
officer of the Indian Government who has his own
business and keeps a low profile. He comes across the
beautiful and innocent Rosa (Priyanka Chopra), who is
also working at a digital marketing firm as a marketing
head, and falls in love with her. After spending some
time, Rosa is arrested and charged with murder, and
Jack discovers her involvement with a popular gangster
named Kulbhushan Kharbanda (Shah Rukh Khan).
Rosa and her accomplices are sentenced to death and
Jack is left in a dilemma on how to help her. He then
devises a plan to help Rosa and her gangsters by
posing as a wealthy businessman in the name of his
company name ‘JuJu Bazaar’ to travel around India in
the hope of spotting and catching the gangsters.
However, he does not know that the gangsters will
target him to seek revenge for all his misdeeds. He will
have to fight the same fight against them that he fought
in the past while also facing two other gangsters who
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are targeting him. Cast Abhay Deol as Jack Shah Rukh
Khan as Kulbhushan Kharbanda Deepika Padukone as
Priya R Priyanka Chopra as Rosa Sonam Kapoor as
Jasmine Siddharth Malhotra as Dheeraj Ritesh
Deshmukh as Nikhil Manoj Pahwa as Andrew
Vikramjeet Virk as Pooja Manav Vij as R.K. Aakash
Singh as R.K.'s friend Kanwaljit Singh as Sombal Amit
Tandon as Chikkar Gautam Rode as Bapu Gurpreet
Ghuggi as Kirti Karan Patel
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